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The installation methods depicted below allow the customer to disarm the Freedom system using their standard garage door remote
control. When the remote control is activated, the Touchpad will sense the current flowing to the garage door opener motor, indicating an authorized entry. When the Touchpad senses that the door has subsequently opened, the system will disarm.
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Note: For this method, do NOT
program location [67-3] or [67-4].
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the sticker (on the F-GDMS as shown at
left) indicate terminal polarity.
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For UL installations, please see WI1451

TWO GARAGE DOORS
CURRENT SENSING MODULE
11WC

Note: For this method, do NOT
program location [67-3] or [67-4].

For multiple garage door openers using two or more outlets,
use multiple F-GDMS's

For multiple garage door openers
using one outlet, one F-GDMS and
an electrical plug power splitter

Two F-GDMS Sensors
wired in series as
shown in this diagram.
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In the case of two or more garage doors
which operate simultaneously, (i.e. with
one remote control), with separate door
motors powered by separate AC outlets,
a failure to arm/disarm could be due to
an "out of phase" condition. Re-wire by
reversing the wires on one F-GDMS as
shown above. Re-test the system.

